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In the construction of a modern, complex computer operating system,
sophisticated tools are needed to measure what is going on inside the
system as it runs.

The list of hardware and software tools and tech-

niques used for the measurement of Multics is interesting both from the
point of view of what has proved to be important to measure, and what
has not.

Multics is a project whose intent is to explore the implica-

tions of building a comprehensive computer utility.

The specific goals

of Multics are described in a series of papers written in 1965 1 ; briefly,
the objective is to create a computer operating system centered around
the ability to share information in a controlled way, and permitting
application to a wide variety of computational jobs.
services, including a hierarchical file organization,

A spectrum of user
sharing of information

in fore memory, dynamic linking of subroutines and data, parallel processing and device-independent input/output facilities characterize the system,
and contribute to a complexity that makes careful instrumentation mandatory.

+ Work reported herein was supported (in part) by Project MAC, an M. 1. T
research program sponsored by the Advanced Research Projects Agency, De~

partment of Defense, under Office of Naval Research Contract Nonr-4l02(Ol).
Reproduction of this report, in whole or in part, is permitted for any
purpose of the United States Government.
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Two implementation techniques used in Multics call for specialized
E.easurements.

The first of these is a multiprogrammed multiprocessor

organization, chosen to facilitate continuous operation of the utility
and for ease of system scaling.

The second technique is exploitation

of an ability to begin executing a program which is not completely loaded
into primary memory:

this technique, usually named demand paging, is

intended to exploit and encourage a tendency of

m~ny

programs to local-

ize their references to primary memory in any given period of tfme.

Since

these two techniques when applied simultaneously require interacting
multiparameter controlling algorithms, specialized measurements must be
made to check on the resulting performance and to allow adjustment of the
parameters.
Multics, as a research project,coptains many new ideas and new
combinations of old ones.

As a result, in its design there have been a

dismayingly large number of choices to be made:

strategies,algorithms,

parameter settings, and emphasis on importance of design8Dri speed of
individual modules.

Since the presumption was made at the start that

some wrong choices are inevitable, there has been an emphasis on integrated
instrumentation from the earliest design of the system.

been an ability to move in rapidly to unclog bottlenecks.

The result has

In particular,

two effects have been observed:
Frequently~

the best guesses by system programmers as to the

cause of some performance problem have been proven wrong by the
detailed measurements.

Each such surprise while possibly affecting

the programmer's ego, has saved work redesigning or streamlining

,.
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a module which was not causi ng the troub le.
record has not been perfe ct:

(Of cours e, the

some unimp ortant modul es have

tion
been redes igned in spite of (or for lack of) instru menta
resul ts.)
disMany otherw ise undet ected perfor mance proble ms have been
cover ed in explo ring instru menta tion outpu t.

Proba bly becau se

a flaw
of norma l varia tions of respo nse in intera ctive system s,
which degra des avera ge respo nse time by

20~

may not be re-

ently
cogni zed imme diatel y as such by oonso le users . It frequ
somet hing
takes a health y facto r of two befor e the user realiz es
is wrong .
ted prima rily
The measu ring techn iques descr ibed here have been direc
system , rathe r than
towar d under stand ing what goes on insid e the opera ting
cteris tics of
on measu ring "throu ghput ", system capac ity, or the chara
rch natur e of
system load. This direc tion is partl y becau se of the resea
system provi des
the Multi cs proje ct and partl y becau se when an opera ting
very sharp ly on
e large varie ty of user servi ces, its capac ity depen ds
measu re of capac ity
what exact ly the users choos e to do, makin g any singl e
highl y suspe c t.
not new .. They
Many of the measu remen t techn iques used on Multi cs are
used togeth er
are menti oned anyway, becau se it is the array of techn iques
of vario us techwhich has been valua ble, and also the relati ve impor tance
cs enviro nment than
nique s, old and new, is proba bly diffe rent in the Multi
elsew here.
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one should not presume that all the measurement techniques described
here were thought out in advance, though many were.

Much of the experience

in measuring Multics has been to discover what additional measuring facilities
were needed;

this process, of course, continues.

We begin by describing three hardware tools which aid in construction
of measuring facilities.

Then

eight particularly useful, general,

med measuring facilities are described.

progra~

·This is followed by a brief

discussion of the built-in instrumentation used to monitor multiprogrammed
demand paging.

After a description of techniques for obtaining controlled

measurements, a few observations about measurement of operating systems
conclude the discussion.
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Hardware Tools for Instrumentation
Before describing the programmed measurement techniques used in
Multics, one must know of three specially designed hardware tools provided by the General Electric 645 computer on which Multics is currently
implemented.

These three are:

a program readable calendar clock which

provides a uniform and precise time base for all measurements, a memory
cycle counter in each central processor, and a special input/output
channel which permits another computer to monitor the contents of the
GE-645 primary memory.
The calendar clock consists of a 52-bit register whose contents are
increased by one, once each microsecond, under control of a quartz crystal
oscillator.

This rate is in the same order of magnitude as the instruction

processing rate of the GE-645, so; that timing of ten-instruction subroutines
is meaningful.

The register is wide enough that overflow requires several

tens of years, so that it serves as a calendar. *

The calendar clock fits

into the GE-645 system structure like a bank of memory:
n~adable

it is directly

as a double-precision integer by a single instruction from any

central processor.

A library subroutine is provided to read the clock and

in principle a language translator can implement a built-in function for
the purpose.

This design encourages use of the clock reading as a "date

and time stamp" to uniquely identify messages, files, and processes in
the system.

*

All Mu1t~cs installations contain the same calendar clock setting: the
n~mber of m~croseconds since 0000 GMI', Jan. 1, 1901. The clock is set by a
fl.e1d engineer, who is supplied with a printed table of such settings keyed
to local standard time.
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There are three signifi.cant advantages to thiE: hardware clock design
compared, say, with a software clock simulated by cl processor interval
timer (a technique which requires no extra hardwarE' in most present-day
computers):
The simplicity of usage of the hardware clock is very great, both
for supervisor and for user procedures.
In a multiprocessor system there is no question as to which processor is maintaining the simulated clock (and no problell of separately maintained and potentially unsynchronized clocks.)
Confidence in the accuracy of the clock is easy to gain;

one

does not have to w0rry about accuracy of special code which compensates for interrupts, or loss of "ticks"

during register

reloads.
Associated with the calendar clock is a program loadable 52-bit timematch register, which is continuously compared by hardware with the calendar clock register.

Whenever a time match occurs the clock generates a

"time-match" interrupt.

A supervisor procedure coordinates the use of

this facility among the users of the system and the system's own metering
facilities.
The second hardware tool is simply a modification of the ubiquitous
processor interval timer;
~emory

in the GE-645 this "timer" counts the number of

references made by the central processor rather than the number of

clock ticks.
measurement:

There are at least three reasons for interest in such a
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In a multiprocessor system which exhibits interference on
access to primary memory, it permits a load-independent measure
of cpu usage, for accounting purposes.
Comparison with calendar clock readings permits measurement of
memory interference.
Comparison with instruction counts permits a check on the
associative memory of the GE-645 central processor, to see
to what extent it reduces memory accesses for page table words.
This tool has not yet been used in any significant way since gross
system measurements suggest that scratchpad memory effectiveness is near
its theoretical upper limit and memory interference is insignificant in
the present configuration.

Sustained production use of two processors will

probably rekindle interest in this tool.
The third hardware tool is an input/output channel which can run in
an endless loop, once initialized, without attention from the operating
system.

The particular endless loop programmed is a "read into the

address part of the next command" followed by a "write out repeatedly
the contents of the word whose address was just read".

The channel is

connected, by a 2400 Baud telephone line, to a Digital Equipment Corporation PDP-8/338 programmable display computer.

With this channel, the

PDP-8/338 program can monitor the contents of any Multics data bases for
which it knows the location and format.

The data rate involved -- less

than 60 words per second -- presents a negligible I/O and memory cycle load to
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Since no GE-645 proce ssor code is execu ted in obtain ing

the GE-645 system .

users probe d perio dthe data (as would be the case if one of the system 's
the act of probin g
ically into a data base) one can be quite confi dent that
slow data rate does
has not signi fican tly affec ted the measu remen t. This
make it diffi cult to monit or a rapid ly chang ing data base.
Gener al Softw are Tools for Instru menta tion
been implem ented
A number of gener al programmed measu remen t tools have
as Dart of Multi cs;

eight of them are repor ted here.

All of these tools

is alway s invok able.
are built into the system in such a way that the tool
perfor m ,exper iment s
Thus, any would -be obser ver can make obser vation s and
t on the condi tions
withw t maang system modif icatio ns, and with minimum effec
of measu remen t.

The perfor mance degra dation cause d by these perma nent

be quite small .
insta llatio ns has been both estim ated and measu red to
al meter ing
The first, and most elabo rate of these tools is a gener
visor primi tive
packa ge which recor ds time spent doing selec table super
opera tions while the system is runnin g.
met~ring

For each selec ted primi tive the

ed and
packa ge recor ds the number of times the primi tive is invok

number of range s of
the total execu tion time accum ulated withi n each of a
execu tion time.
tion of the
Four primi tives in Multi cs assoc iated with imple menta
tial system
Multi cs virtu al memory2, were intui tively felt to be poten
with the measurE;bottle necks and thus were chose n for initia l integ ration
ment packa ge.

The first of these is the dynam ic linkin g proce dure, which

to anoth er proce dure
is invok ed when a proce dure makes a symbo lic refere nce
proce dure which is
or data. The secon d primi tive is the miSSi ng-seg ment
invok ed to set up the enviro nment requi red for pagin g.

The third primi tive

progra m refer s to a
is the missi ng-pa ge proce dure which is invok ed when a
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page not in primary memory.

The fourth primitive is the wall

crossing procedure which is i.nvoked each time the process needs to
switch from one protection ring (domain of access) to another ring.

Such

a switch occurs, for example, on each call from a user program to a
supervisor procedure.
The measurement of time spent executing a primitive is complicated
by two problems.

The first problem is that the central processor is

multiplexed among many processes;

thus something more than reading the

calendar clock at the beginning and end of execution of a primitive is required to compute time spent executing in a primitive.

Time spent wait-

ing for I/O operations on missing pages or for a lock to clear is not
counted as part of the primitive whenever the situation permits multiprogramming during the wait.

The second problem is that primitives may in-

voke other primitives (including themselves) during their operation and
provision must be made for this situation.
of

~

For example during the handling

missing-segment both missing-pages and additional missing segments

may occur, each of which must be handled in order to proceed with the original missing-segment handling.

The rule is that time spent in a nested

primitive is not charged to the nesting primitive if the nested primitive
is also being metered.

By this rule it is possible to perform a pair of

experiments to learn the amount of time spent in a nested primitive as a
result of handling the nesting primitive.

For example, if one first

meter~

both miss ing- segmen t hand ling and miss ins- page handling, and then la ter
meters missing-segment handling only, the second experiment will show missing-segment handling time increased by just the amount of missing-page
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handling which was triggered by missing segment handling.
A segmented system provides a simple way to detect how time spent in
the system is distr.ibuted among the various components.

The second tool, a

segment usage metering facility, sets the calendar clock to interrupt periodically (typically every ten milliseconds).

When the interrupt occurs,

the segment number of the segment which was executing is used to index into
an array of per segment counters and the appropriate counter is incremented
by one.

After the system has run for a while this table can be sorted and

the resulting distribution of segment usage can be printed out, listing the
most popular segments first.

This facility is similar to the one described

by Cantrell and Ellison 3 .
A realted, third tool records on a per-segment basis the number of
missing pages and segments encountered during execution in that segment.
Both of these measurements can br coupled to the general metering package
described earlier.

If coupled, the arrays are updated only during handling

of metered primitives or possibly only when outside the metered primitives
but within a specified process.

This latter option permits detailed analysis

of any user program.
Two examples of the use of these three measurement facilities illustrate
their utility.

The first significant application of these packages was in

the analysis of missing-page' handling.

~y

obtaining the time distribution

function for missing-page handling and running segment usage metering during
this time only, it was possible to compute how much time was spent in each
module of the missing-page handler.

A heavy imbalance of time spent in

the core management module suggested a redesign of that module so as to
not handle multiple page sizes.
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can use the
As a secon d examp le, a user analy zing his own progra m
packa ges in sever al ways.

By

reque sting the timin g of all super visor

durin g time
primi tives, and then runnin g segme nt usage meter ing only
outsid e the meter ed primi tives the user can

deduc e the centr al proce ssor

of his progra m.
time expen ded in each of thE' proce dures which are part
cost of the speci The super visor primi tive timin g permi ts him to see the
missi ng-pa ge count ers
types of primi tives he is using . The per-se gmen t
an unexp ectedl y
allow him to see if one of his own segme nts encou ntered
a data struc large numbe r of missi ng pages -- perha ps becau se it uses
ture ineff ectiv ely.
the gener al
A typic al examp le of the (some what crypt ic) outpu t of
meter ing packa ge is shown in Figur e 1.

This outpu t was obtain ed durin g

ibed below .
execu tion of the stand ard "cert ificat ion" scrip t descr

The

modu les.
primi tives measu red are the fault and interr upt handl ing
descr ibed facil ity,
A fourth tool, very diffe rent in scope from t~e above
count s the number of times proce dures are calle d.
return seque nce is used for all interp roced ure

A stand ard call-s ave-

ref~rence

in Multi cs.

seque nce which
An "add- one-t o-sto rage" instru ction is includ ed in this
This count er enabl es
increm ents a count er each time a proce dure is enter ed.
a progra mmer to determ ine

lat~r e~actly

how many times a proce dure has been

to other proce dures .
calle d and to relate that number to the number of calls
named the
A fifth tool is a speci ally design ed softw are packa ge
progra ms that use
Graph ical Displ ay Monit or, the subsy stem of PDP-8 /338
ogate locati ons
the previ ously descr ibed synch ronou s data chann el to interr
of memory in the GE-645.

Multi cs oblig es this displ ay by build ing, durin g

inter estin g data
system initia lizat ion, a table conta ining point ers to
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bases.

A set of display generating tools permit one .to prepare a new display

program in a few hours time.

Some standard displays have been developed to

observe the traffic controller's queues, the arrays of primitive handling time
distribution~and

the use of primary memory.

Observations of these dis-

plays have been helpful in detecting bottlenecks in the system and on
several occasions have exhibited the system passing through
ly thought to be impossible.

st~tes

previous-

A more complete description of this tool

and examples of its output will be found in the paper by Grochow

4

sixth and
Perhaps thA most useful software measurement tool of all is the/simplest one:

following the completion of each typed command the command

language interpreter types a "ready message" consisting of three numbers.
The first number is the time of day at the preparation for printout of
this ready message.

The second number is the cpu time used since the pre-

vious ready message to the nearest millisecond.

The third number is the

number of times the process had to wait for a page to be brought in.

These

pieces of information, which appear automatically and almost free of charge,
give immediate feedback to the programmer as to the resource usage of
command just typed.

t~e

This feedback is an invaluable aid to the programmer

in seeing the influence of program changes upon performance.
where there are several ways to perform the same task the
guidance as to which is more economical.
editors currently available on Multics;
and thus generally the chosen editor.

us~r

For cases
is given

For example, there are two text
the cheaper one is readily apparent
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Perhaps the most signiftcant drawback to providing powerful system facilities
such as a large virtual memory and a full PL/I compiler is the ease with
which even a sophisticated system programmer can unintentionally trigger
unbelievably expensiye operations.

One of the principal Multics tools to

fight back at misuse of virtual memory as though it were real memory is a
missiog-page tracing package.

In this package, the missing page handler

retains in a ring buffer the segment and page number and the time of day of
the last 256 missing pages of the process under measurement.

Printing out

the contents of the ring buffer following execution of some library program
is often very revealing, sinee it provides unimpeachable evidence of which
were the different pages the program touched.

This tracing package frequently

reveals that a large working set is the result of unnecessary meandering in
the path of control of a program.

The list of pages touched gives a pro-

grammer precise ammunition on how to reorganize his program to improve its
locality of reference.
Finally, a second tracing package monitors the effect of the system's
multiprogramming effort on an individual user. The general strategy here is
to write a user program which goes
calendar clock.
transit time.

i~to

a tight loop repeatedly reading the

Normally, successive clock

readin~differ

by the loop

If a larger difference occurs, it is a result of control of

the processor having been snatched away from the loop to handle an interrupt
or run another process.

These larger time differences, and the time they

were noted, are added to the end of a growing table of interruptions, and
the program returns to its loop.

When the table is filled, the program
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each interr upt,
print s out the table , showi ng the time of occur rance of
helps build conand the length of time it took to handl e it. This table
ng as predi cted,
fidenc e that the proce ssor sched uling algor ithm is worki
el which is pl:Oand it occas ional ly disco vers a misprogrammed data chann
ducin g more frequ ent interr upts than neces sary.

It also provi des an in-

interr upt;
depen dent confi rmati on of the time requi red to handl e each
simul ated softw are
likely
to
/
is
f
itsel
ation
simul
clock
the
since
e
clock would barel y suffic

This measu remen t is a good examp le of one for which

8

handl ers, whose
inter act with the sched uling algor ithm and the interr upt
funct ions are

being measu red.

On the CTSS system , a prede cesso r of Multi cs

type of measu refor the IBM 7094, the lack of a calen dar clock forced this
ment to be made using arriv al of

w~ds

from a magne tic tape as a kind of

pseud o-cloc k.
two
not have
Apart from thd techn iques just descr ibed, Multi cs does
repor ted
by Camp bell
/
built -in gener al event tracin g packa ges, such as ,those
5
and Heffn er.

This lack can proba bly be attrib uted to a suspi cion that

preclu de
the volume of intere sting tracea ble event s in Multi cs would
intel ligen t analy sis;

never theles s there have been times when it was

handy .
thoug ht that a built -in gener al trace would have been very
g
Speci al Instru menta tion for Multip rogram med Demand Pagin
varie ty
Multip rogram ming 6 has been in use for a long time in a
of system s.

al
In a few words , multip rogram ming consi sts of keepi ng sever

nters an I/O
progra ms in prima ry memory, so that when one progra m encou
ed to anoth er.
roadb lock contr ol of the proce ssor can be imme diatel y switch
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The objective is to keep the central processor busy more of the time,
nnd thereby increase the rate of job completions.
zation of the processor comes about

This improved utili-

at the expense of extra primary

memory required to hold programs which are ready to absorb a released
processor.
If the primary memory can hold only a few programs, there will be
timE!s when all available programs are roadblocked simultaneously.

The

central processor then must idle, waiting for some program's I/O requirements to be satisfied.

This idle time we will term "multiprogramming idle",

to distinguish it from "true idle" time which occurs when, despite space
:Ln primary memory for another program, there is simply no customer waiting
for the system's services.
We have thus far identified two measures of central processor utilization for which instrumentation must be provided.

If multiprogramming

idle time is a significant fraction of the total real time, it may
a shortage of primary memory or an unhelp~ui scheduler.

indicat~

If true idle time·

is large, the system is probably not fully loaded.
The fundamental complication introduced by the ability to run a program
without all its pages in primary memory is that there is no longer a simple
rule to determine whether or not one more program will fit.
limits

In fact, with

which are too generous to be helpful, there is always room

for one more program in primary memory.

Unfortunately, addition of another

program to this"eligible set" may either allow some otherwise idle processor
time to be. used, or it may cause the programs in the eligible set to fight
over the available memory.
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itioned
'
·
7 h
S orne system d es~gners
ave part
primary memory among the
eligible programs.

If a program in one partition is not allowed to

steal space for its pages from a program in another partition, the question
program to the eligible set is ;ust like
of adding another /
that of multiprogramming witnout demand paging.
Unfortunately, this strategem b:reaks down when many pages are (and any
page may be) shared among several programs, as required by the objectives
of Multics 8 .

We have therfore explored the non-partitioned avenue, by

controlling the size of the eligible set, at first rigidly, and in the
future dynamically.

For either rigid or dynamic control, the existence

of control implies that there will still be mUltiprogramming idle time;
the decision about adding

anoth~program

to the eligible set turns on

whether or not any additional paging activity thereby introduced either
wipes out the recouped idle time, or causes unacceptable job delays.
A variety of special purpose meters are therefore included as an
integral part of the Multics mUltiprogramming scheduler and the,

~age

removal selection algorithm.

Measures of paging activity include total

processor time spent

missing-pages,

h~ndling

average running time between missing pages,

numbe~
~nd

of missing pages,

average length of the

grace period from the time a page goes idle until its space h ac tually
reused.
As a rough measure of response time for a time-sharing console user,
an ex)onential average of the number of users in the highest priority
scheduling queue is continuously maintained.
is computed by a method borrowed from

The exponential average

signal data processing 9
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An integrator, I, initially zero, is updated periodically by the formula
I ... I*m + N ;
q

O.O~m<l.O

where N is the measured length of the scheduling queue at the instant
q

of updCj te, and

E}

is an exponential

dampin~

constant which determines the

average distance into the past over which the average is being maintained.
In general, the sample which was taken
k =

1.0

~..,---

1. 0 -

m

samples in the past will have an effect
as large as the current sample.

Nq

on the value of the integrator lIe

The average queue length is approximately

= Ilk

This averaging technique, which requires only a multiply and an add instruction slipped into a periodic path, is an economical way to maintain an
average which does not "remember" conditions too far into the past.
If the recent average queue length is multiplied by the average run
time in the first queue an estimate is obtained of the expected response
time of the moment.

This estimate has been used on CTSS to dynamically

control the number of users who may log into the system.
estimate, as mentioned above, is als0 a guide with which

In MuL:ics, this
meoaijur~_npff.pc
t
I uy ~

tive uses of

control of the size of the multiprogramming eligible set.
Control of Measurements:

Script Driven Tests

A persistent problem in a complex operating system is evaluating
the effect of a small change in a factor presumed to affect performance.
If tha system is observed under a normal load of usage before and after
the change, fluctuations in the nature of the load may wipe out the effect
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to be measured.

To get around this problem a standard "benchmark", or

series of programs, is often eevised.

This benchmark can then be run

against a new system while taking measurements to compare with the old.
When the system under test is designed to be used interactively from
time-sharing consoles, two difficulties are introduced:
A load simulator must maintain a laxge number of simultaneous
but low density input streams.
Each individual input stream should be somehow representative
of a human user conversing with a computer system.

For example,

inputs should be separated by pauses representing "think times",
Greenbaum

10

attacked this problem for Multics by developing a program for

the PDP-8 computer

whi~h

via telephone lines to the GE-645 simulates one

to twelve simultaneous interacting human users, each of which is following
a (possibly different) script of commands to be input to the system with
interspersed "think" time intervals.
A number of scripts have been developed, but the one most frequently
used is one which represents a user typing in and debugging a small FORTRAN
program.

This script goes as follows:
type in program
try to translate it, discovering errors
edit the program to correct it
translate the program, this time successfully
rename the program
run the program
print the program on the user's typewriter
list all files associated with the program
delete the program
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This script "maps into" the available command language of a variety of
time-sharing systems, and can therefore be used as a basis for intersY,stem comparison of usage charges and response time.

When used on CTSS,

this script produces a measured load similar to that observed by Scherr
over a long period of actual use.

11

Although the script simulates only a

very specific class of user, the mix of system services invoked (note that
actual running of the user's program is a small part of the script) is
probably similar to that invoked by a wider class, so that if a system
chaitge improves the performance of the script, it can be expected to similarly

~prove

the performance of the system under actual load.

Because of the sheer logistic problems.of extending a telephone-line
driven technique to more than a few simulated users, an internal driver
program for Multics has also been developed.

The driver can create as

many processes as desired and have them each perform some script (the script
described above is usually used) in

competiti~

with one another. , Only

a minimal change to the normal operating conditions is required, because
the Multics I/O system provides the capability of attaching an input/output
stream to a file rather than a typewriter.

Even so, this technique has the

limitation that it does not exactly simulate real users.

The I/O path to

a file is inescapably different from the path to a typewriter (especially
as to number of different pages in the working set) and the driver program
itself competes for resources at least at the beginning and end of the
te~t.

In addition, the current version of the internal user simulator does

not in.ert "think time." between command_I although
addition of this feature
,
is contemplated.

Despite these difficulties, the internal user sim\llator

has proven very useful because of its simplicity of operation and repeat-

•
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ability of the measurements taken while it operates.

When new Multics

systems are installed, they are first required to be "certified" by running
the user simulator as a check on both performance and functional capability.
Observations
One conviction gained from experience with Multics, and earlier
with CTSS, is that building permanent instrumentation into key supervisor
modules is well worth the effort, since the cost of maintaining well-organized
instrumentation is low and the payoff in being able to "look at the meters"
any time a performance problem is suspected
is very high.

or even when one is not

In a large system, a kind of inertia frequently impedes

quick changes to a module such as installation of temporary meters in
response to some suspected problem.
A second conviction, arising from a variety of experiences when an
apparent performance bug turned out to be an instrumentation bug, is that
the meter readings are always suspect.

Whenever possible, an independent,

perhaps gross, measurement which can confirm some aspect of a measurement
in question is very worthwhile.
A third observations is that most system programmers are not by training or temperament scientists, and they often lack the patience to methodically set up an experiment which is precisely controlled.

An alarming

number of "non-experiments" are performed, with a total useful (?) result
of (for example) "I brought the system up with a shorter scheduling
quantum and response seemed 8 little better." Although much useful inforand insight
mation/can be gained by on-l:i,ne monitoring of uncontrolled live users, use
of such measurements for performance comparison must always be suspect since
the particular user population at any instant may be non-"average".

The
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to measu ring
rules that apply to all scien tific measu remen ts also apply
compu ter system s:
quite
Contr olled exper iment s requi re great care, and may be
expen sive.
make only
Unco ntroll ed exper iment s are unint erest ing -- one must
chang e.
one chang e at a time if he is to hones tly evalu ate the
first make
Befor e embar king on an exper iment al chang e one shoul d
spend
a predi ction of what measu remen ts shoul d chang e, and then
some time under stand ing why they didn' t

chang e exact ly as pre-

dicte d.
terpre tation
One must alway s be on the watch for unint entio nal misin
has a
of a resul t by a system progra mmer (or his manag er) who
large perso nal stake in a hoped -for outcom e.

One is dealin g with

than in
human being s, and the psych ology of error is no diffe rent
other situa tions .
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